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Abstract 

In ordei for a source of fissile material to he useful its a calibration instrun-:mt, it i s  necessary 
to know not only how much fissile material is in the source but alm whar, ;be effective fissile 
content is. Because uranium and plutonium absorb thermal neutrons so riTiciently, material 
in the center of a sample is shielded from the external thermal flux by the surfxs layers of 
the material. Dif€erential dieaway measurements in the APNen System ol 5 different sets of 
cylindrical fissile sources show the various self shielding effects that are routinely encountered. 
A method for calcuiat'ing the self shielding effect i s  presented and its predictions are compared 
with the experimental results. 

Thermal neutron flux wiIl be attenuated aE it traverses a matrix beciuse it is absorbed 

by the matrix; afternamtely, the flux can escape from the matrix, Both ci these effects lead 

to a. diffusion dieaway time of the thermal neutron flux. The MNea c.rsity is large enough 

that the diffusion time for thermal flux out of the cavity is of the ordcr of 800,~s. When 

a matrix material (in a drum) I s  introduced, the dieaway time of flux i:i the drum matrix 

drops to  6 0 0 ~ s  for ethafoain, to 4 0 0 ~ s  for concrete: and to as little as 100,~s for rachig rings. 

But, there is a special concern for the measurement of fissile materi&, such as zsU and 

z3'Pu7 which have large tliermal-neutrori-capture cross sections, The aii;eriuatir)n of the ff ux 

as it penetrates clumps of these fissile. materia'ls can be YO severe that :;Le fissile signal will 

be significantly reduced over that which tvauld normally be hoped for. ?he purpose of this 

paper i s  to study the effect for a certain class of sources encountered by zhe APiVea System 

and to assess the overdl accomodatian that must be niadc in measuring these materials. 

In particular the focus of this paper will be on fissile sources in the form of right: circular 

cylinders, as all of the calibration sources for the ,@Nea System have :his form factor (or 

can be pi:t into this shape). The strengths of the various sources are listed in the first three 
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tables. 

Fissile Sources 

Uranium Pins 
# Pins # Pellets 235U(~1gj Factor 

2 0 0 1 .o 
2 1 61 0.917 
2 2 123 0.887 
2 4 244 0.851 
30 6 368 0.832 
6 13 797 0.809 

0.634 
Enriched Uranium Pins 

20 17 

Table I: 

Fig. 1 shows the results cd assaying two differ& sets of fissile so~xces in the AFNen 

System. These sources were specially made far the APNea in order to  icrm the basis of an 

absolute calibration for the active mode of the APNea System. The 88 pim which make up 

the calibration set are loaded with various numbers of uranium fuel peflek One set of pins 

use natural uranium fuel pellets with a '235U fraction of 0.76%; the other >et uses fuel pellets 

with a '23sU fraction of 4.45%. The strengths of the sources vary as the nccber of fuel pellets 

in each pia assembly. Fig. la shows the R N e a  235U mass values versus ;he reported mass 

values for the various stacks of natural uranium fuel pellets. In this figme and in several 

of the following figures is included the contribution from a one inch cylinder of uranium 

metal (labeled dU) depleted to the 0.2% level. The actual amount; of assW in this slug is 

somewhat in question, 'but it is used as the (relative) refereme point f w  all of these active 

measurements of fissile sources. Tbat is. the slug is measured along with ?:hatever reference 

Y O U L ' C ~  SO that the results from all reference sources can Be correlated ir, t h u  find analysis. 

Fig. Ib is the equivaleat plot for fuud pellets enriched in 235U tu  4:.kZi%. It is seen in 



these figures that the assay values deviate more significantly from the relmrted mass values 

for both sets of pins M the mass increases. 8OOing of 235U in natural uranium pins looks 

like 650mg but, looks like only 500rng when it is in the 4.45% enriched xanium pins. This 

difference is essentially the self shielding distortion. Fig. 2a shows results Tor a set of small 

cylinders of pure 23‘U dust. Here the self shielding is greater than 50% a b  500rng of 23trU is 

barely 2OOmg in the assay. 

Pure 235U Powder 
Pin ID 235fJ(mg) Factor 

EUF 9.97 0,663 
EU 1 25.01 0.642 
EU3 49.94 0.614 
EW4 74.91 0.509 
EU2 99.98 0.566 
EU5 149.75 0.529 
EIJ8 424.38 0.428 
EU’I 498.75 0.416 

yuy 

Depleted Uranium Slug 
Heiglit(in) 235U{mg) Factor 

I 1.02 1 -500 I 0.794 j 
Table 2: 

Fig. 3 features the Quinby sources, a set of weapons grade phtonicm cylinders. The 

roughly 20% deviation of the 2.968 source prompted a special study of the Quinby Sources 

plutonium distribution. These sonrces are cylinders of alumina, 7 i n c h  in diametcr itad 

roughly 8 inches high - they are supposed to be uniformIy doped with Licreasing amounts 

of weapons grade plutonium. In order for self shielding to account fo; ;he apparent 20% 
depletion of the 2.96g source, thc plutonium would have to be cmanimad ;nto a sphere with 

a radius of 1 inch. In fact, the -pray imaging of the Quinby Sourccs repcded in a separakte 

paper at this meeting indicates that the sources are reasonably close to being uniform, close 

enough that the factors indicated in Tab, 3 don’t come anywhere close to explaining the  

active descrepancy. 
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Quinby Pu Sources 

# 2330Pu(n1g) 240Pu(mg;) Factor 

100 0.9993 
73 0.994 

2940 213 0,973 

Table 3: 

Self Shielding in a Cylinder with Dimansians RJ3 
First Approximation 

It is assumed that the fissile material. does not appreciably attenuate t5e  overall flux. This 

means that only effects within the calibration sample will he ccmsiclered. The absorption 

within the sample will depend on the cross section for absorption ~f t i e  materials in the 

sample. If several materials are present then the sum of the absorption psobabilties should 
be used. Tab, 4 lists the relevwant parameters for both uranium and plutonium. The 

derivation assumes that the flux impinging on the sides of the slug is the same its that 

impinging on the top surface. The final form contains an integral which I could not put into 

closed form, necessitating a numerical integration, 



Cross $ections(barns) 
Isotope Fission Absorb Elastic 
2s5U 584.4 683.21 15.04 
238U 0.0 2.717 9,360 
238pu 17.89 558.19 28.54 
239pu 747.4 1017.7 '7.968 
240Pu 0.06 289.5 1,642 
241Pu 1012.0 1373.5 11.35 
2 4 2 ~ ~  0.0 l8+79 8.318 
'*'Am 3,02 603.4 21-14 

0.0 0.0 3.87 

Table 4: 
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Self Shieldihg; Calculations 
Internal Flux 

The challenge at this point is to generate self shielding corrections sdkiently accurate 

that the various calibration sets can be. used t o  form the absolute calibrar,:sn for the AF'Nen 
active mode. The first approximation formula listed abova does fairly wel; for a squat cylinder 

but increasingly misses the mark as the cylinder becomes taller. The f irs$ term af Eq. 3 is 

independent of H2 so all of the effect of having a taller cylinder is c>ontained in the second 

term, which goes to  zero as H becomes large. The measurements of the various pellet stacks 

in Fig. 1 indicate a much more gra-dual increase in the self shielding e k : t  with increasing 

height. The focus of the next ordcr calculation is to try to include and consider other aspects 

of the thermal flux. 

The first insight was a simple one and was quickly included in the first order forrnuia. 

Simply considering the fission capture cross section to calculate the flux attenuation neglects 

the fact that both 235U and 239Pu have additional capture cross section u.hich does not; lead 

to fission. Therefore, in calculating the attenuation of the Btix in the scurce material, the 
total absorption must he used. Surprisingly, it is the case for depleted :,,-miurn. a favorite 

calibration source material, that. the 2381j contributes significanlly tu th; absorption though 



i t  contributes essentially nuthing to the fission output. In natural uraai:-rn the  absorption 

due to *=U is less than twice that due to the ‘93 - whereas this drops to less than 1 for 

depleted uranium. Thus: for the depleted uranium slug used with the & N e a  system, greater 

than half of the csbverved (-20%) self shielding is associated with the =*3. 

The next insight was a less obvious one for the author; essentially that che elastic scatter- 

ing of thermal neutrons in the source medium must he included. This arises because, even 

though the elastic scattering does not deplete the flux, it does retard its ptxetrating a volume 

and it, tends to hold some of the flux within the source volume where it h;,s a further chance 
to interact with the fissile materid. What this entailed was to do an iziegration through 

the suurce vol~zme of the capture fission response, of the Rux attentuatiun, and of tbe flux 

elastic scatter, A second integration integrated the fission response to tiic now internal flux 

and the attenuation and scatter of this internal flux. This procedure is xmtinucd until the 

internal Aus dwindles to an uninteresting level. Again, one must include sll of the materials 

in the source matrix which contribute to elastic scattering. For the fuel pcllets which are in 
the molecular form ~f UOa, the oxygen in the molecule ups the elastic cross section from 9 

barns to over 16 barns. For the 100% enriched 23sU dust, the a35U contribution is SO large 

that the oxygen plays essentially no role. 

The results of these more detailed calculation have been included is  the Factor columns 

of Tabs. 1,2 and have bee11 iticorporated in several of the figures, It. must be remember, 

however, that  t.he point of the self shielding calculations is to provide the basis for an aksoliitc 

calibration of the APNea active mode. Because this work is still preliminary, smile of’ the 

observed deviations have to do with the absolute calibration and only iildir&ly with the 

self shielding calculation. In particular, some of the discrepancy of the enriched pin assays 

at 2.lg and 4.5g is surely related to the uncertainty in the absolute caiil:.atioa+ 

It can be seen in the pin assay data of Figs. la$ that the self shielding calculation hm 

the self shielding factor ($SF) falling too rapidly with increasing height of the pellet stack. 

It is likely that the calculation rrf the internal flux is still not detailed enough and more 
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experimental and calculational work is planned. The results for the elrjdilitd dust are hidden 

in Fig. 2b. Here the assay results are plotted as a function of the shield& mass calculations. 

Of interest is the result of the verticallhurizontal measurements. Since c:̂ e source is in the 
farm of dust, it takes on a truly cylindrical shape only when the tiny container is the the 
vertical position. Then the dust settles to the bottom and takes on the cylindricaI shape 

of the container. When the container i s  in a horizontal position, the dcst spreads out and 
increases its surface area. It turns out that the APNm measurements are :ufficiently precise 

as to see the difference, as can be seen in the figure. There should be Icss self shielding in 

the horizontal position, and that is the case. The vertical measuremeats agree nicely with 

the self shielding calculations - there is no obvious effect of too mtick self shielding with 

increasing height (mass), €'art of this may be the fact that the H/R never becomes too 

extreme, but it is also explained by the fact that there is little internal $,-x within the pure 

allst I 

The Quinby sources are of special interest because they feature plutcnium rather than 

uranium, and they also feature a fairly uniform distribution of a low density of the matc- 

rial+ T ~ P  self shielding factors from calculations based on the +pray- imaging are listed in 

Tab, rcft:quia. Here it can be seen that the factors are simply not large, ir_ iact, small enough 

t o  be last in the measurement tincertsinties. The measurements of 240Pu shown in Fig. 3b 

demonstate the general integrity of the sources, The discrepatlcy in the assay values over 

the recorded mass values is less than 2%. On the other hand, the experiniental uncertainty 

in the 240P~~ vlues can be seen to be dominated by counting statistics, e;-en for the hottest 

source. 

An interesting aspect for the plutanitun sources is that there are 3 independent mea- 

sures. The active measurement; of 239Pu is one, the auto-corrclation mez.surenient of 240Pu 

is another, and the third is the direct measurement of the neutron out37:t from the sourcc 

(Singles). Since all csf the Quinby sources were made from the same batci: of weapons grade 

plutonium, one would expect that the singles rate should correlate clo&y with the actual 
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plutonium loading, Fig. 4a shows both the assay and the report value2 for 238Pu plotted 

against the singles rate. The separation of the two sets of values at 1. grmi  is largely due to 

the uncertainty in the absolute calibration, but the Quinby value at 2.355 clearly does not 

follow the singles M well as do the AE'Nea active results. This is unfortunate, since the singles 

rate should not be affected by self shielding source distribution, but it is pleasing that 

the active results do seem to follow the singles rate fairly closdy. As a further insight into 

the problem, Fig. 4b shows the region near 1 gram in more detail. The ;.erticd separation 

of the two data sets depeads 0x1 the absolute calibration, but the overall agreement of the 

various results with the singles measurements cIarly indicates that the Quinby results have 
a degree of error which is noticeable. 

Conclusions 

The methud for calculating the self shielding correction for cylindrical sources clearly 

predicts too much shieldina; as the height and fissile mass of the source Imxeases, but the 

deviation is relatively small, It does mean, however, that the quality of a fissile source 

is compromised if the actual fissile contribution in a particular differmdal dieaway device 

cannot be precisely predicted. In general, the quality of the current predictions is adequate 

to provide calibration points for the active mode the R N e a  System. The experience is 

sufficient, however, to indicate that etablishing the basis for the active mode calibration is 

not trivial and that correcting far the actual clumping of fissile material in waste will be 

difficult whenever significant clumping is suspected, 
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Figure 2: Pure 235U Dust 
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Figure 3: Quinby Sources 
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Figure 4: Quinby Singles 


